
Lateral Files - Long-Term Workability
A strong, no-nonsense filing solution designed to withstand everyday use.

Our rugged, all-steel-construction Lateral Files deliver performance that’s 

built to last. But it’s our ingenuity that delivers them at an exceptional value. 

Mayline® offers Lateral Files with 2, 3, 4 or 5 drawers and in two widths. 

Stylish recessed pulls combine with heavy-duty, full-extension telescoping 

slides to ensure easy operation time after time.

For worry-free workability that’s designed to last, rely on Mayline Lateral 

Files.

Lateral Files 



Lateral Files
Reliable performance,
day in and day out.
1.  Choose the ideal size to

correspond with filing needs.
Lateral Files are available in either 36” wide 
or 42” wide. Choose 2, 3, 4 or 5 drawers. 
The top drawer of the 5-high unit is a 
rollout shelf. Side-to-side rails support 
letter, legal, or A4 filing. Front to back filing 
rails and dividers are available. 

2.  Choose the perfect color to
complement workspace.
Standard finish options include Black, 
Medium Tone, Desert Sage, and Mist.

3.  Get maximum use and complete
reliability.
Lateral Files feature full-drawer extensions 
on steel ball-bearing telescoping slides 
and full-width recessed designer drawer 
pulls. All units also feature an anti-tip, 
interlocking drawer system that allows 
only one drawer open at a time. Counter 
weight is included to meet ANSI/BIFMA 
stability requirements.

4.  Options add efficiency.
Optional front-to-back filing rails and 
divider kits (black only) are available for 
added file and retrieval efficiencies. 

optimized
Lateral Files can be mobilized on Mobile 1000™ 
or Kwik-Track to make them even more space-
efficient.

safe
An anti-tip interlocking drawer system is 
featured in all units.

rapid
Available on Quick-Ship, all 4 colors and 8 sizes, 
with some quantity limitations. All Lateral Files 
ship keyed random.     

space planning
Safco® offers free, expert high-density storage 
design services. We recommend the best 
solutions, develop drawings for floor plans, and 
provide a list of all the materials needed to 
create an effective storage solution. 
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